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TORSION-FREE DUALITY IS WARFIELD
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(Communicated by Wolmer V. Vasconcelos)

Abstract. We show that, under certain natural conditions, a duality discov-
ered by R. B. Warfield, Jr., is the only duality on categories of finite-rank
torsion-free modules over Dedekind domains.

In a seminal paper [W], R. B. Warfield extended the theory of vector space
duality to certain categories of torsion-free groups of finite rank. His work has
spawned a host of applications and generalizations. For examples, see [L2], [R],
[G], [VW]. In particular, the work in [L2] and [R] extends Warfield duality to
modules over Dedekind domains. The purpose of this paper is to show that under
a few standard conditions, Warfield duality is the only duality on categories of
torsion-free modules of finite rank over Dedekind domains (Theorem 9). Before
making ourselves more precise, we establish some definitions and notation.

Throughout, R will be a Dedekind domain with quotient field Q. We assume
familiarity with the standard properties of such rings, as found in Chapter 10 of [J],
for example. All of our R-modules are torsion-free of finite rank, unless otherwise
indicated, and all homomorphisms are R-homomorphisms. Two rank-one modules
A and B are quasi-isomorphic, A '̇B, if there is an embedding f : A → B and a
nonzero r ∈ R such that rB ⊆ fA. The type of a rank-one module A is the set
of submodules of Q that are quasi-isomorphic to A. The typeset of a module G,
typeset(G), is the set of types of rank-one pure submodules of G. (A submodule
A of a torsion-free module B is pure if the quotient module B/A is torsion-free.)
We view typesets as subsets of the distributive lattice of all types. If A and B are
submodules of Q, then type(A) ≤ type(B) if and only if Hom(A,B) 6= 0, in which
case End(A) ⊆ End(B) as subrings of Q. Also, type(A) ∨ type(B) = type(A + B)
and type(A)∧type(B) = type(A∩B). For a module G, the inner type of G, IT (G),
is the infimum of typeset(G). Dually, OT (G), the outer type of G, is the supremum
of the set of types of rank-one factors of G. As shown in [W], [L2] and [R], IT (G) is
the meet of a finite number of types in typeset(G), and OT (G) is the join of a finite
number of types of rank-one factors of G. If X is a submodule of the quotient field
Q, a module G is called X-locally free if OT (G) ≤ typeX and {p a prime ideal of
R|pX = X} = {p|pG = G}. As is standard, we identify End(X) = EndR(X) with
the subring of Q generated by {p−1|pX = X}. Note that if G is X-locally free,
then the R-module structure on G extends to an End(X)-module structure.

Throughout, C and D are categories of torsion-free R-modules of finite rank with
the usual module homomorphisms. We assume that C is closed under finite direct
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sums and pure rank-one submodules. We also fix an additive duality F : C → D
that takes rank-n modules to rank-n modules (F preserves rank). As in [AF], a
duality from C to D is a pair of contravariant functors (F, F−1) such that F · F−1

and F−1 · F are each naturally equivalent to the appropriate identity functor. It is
easy to check that, in the presence of our other assumptions, F preserves rank if
and only if F takes rank-one modules to rank-one modules.

Fix a subgroup X of Q and let LF (X) be the category of X-locally free modules
and module homomorphisms. Warfield, Lady and Reid showed that the functor
Hom(–, X) is a duality from LF (X) into itself. We refer to a duality of this form
as Warfield duality. The category LF (X) is closed under direct sums and pure
rank-one submodules, and Warfield duality preserves rank. These assumptions on
our category C and functor F are necessary and minimal in the sense that if any
one is omitted, then F need not be Warfield. Examples at the end of the paper
illustrate this point.

The typeset of the category C is the set of types of all rank-one modules in C.
By our assumptions on C, typeset(C) is the union of the typesets of modules in C.

Lemma 1. (a) If τ, σ ∈ typeset(C), then τ ∧ σ ∈ typeset(C).
(b) If G ∈ C, then IT (G) ∈ typeset(C).

Proof. (a) Let A and B be rank-one modules in C such that τ = type(A) and
σ = type(B). There are injections ϕ1 : A→ Q and ϕ2 : B → Q. Let ϕ : A⊕B → Q
be the module homomorphism defined by ϕ(a, b) = ϕ1(a)− ϕ2(b). Then kerϕ is a
pure rank-one submodule of A⊕B ∈ C that is isomorphic to ϕ1(A)∩ϕ2(B). Since
C is closed under pure rank-one submodules, kerϕ is a rank-one module in C of
type σ ∧ τ .

(b) As noted above, the inner type of a module G in C is the meet of a finite
number of types in typeset(G). Hence (b) follows directly from (a).

If A is a rank-one module in C, the endomorphism ring of A can be naturally
identified with a subring of Q: End(A) = {q ∈ Q : qA ⊆ A}. With this identifica-
tion, we have

Lemma 2. There are subrings S and T of Q, each containing R, such that for all
rank-one A ∈ C, we have End(A) = S and End(FA) = T . Moreover, the functor
F induces a ring isomorphism ρ : S → T .

Proof. Assume first that A and B are rank-one modules in C with type(A) ≤
type(B). This type relationship implies End(A) ⊆ End(B) so that End(FA) ⊆
End(FB). Since Hom(A,B) 6= 0, we obtain Hom(FB,FA) 6= 0. Because FA,FB
are rank-one, End(FB) ⊆ End(FA) so that End(FA) = End(FB). By symmetry,
End(A) = End(B). To handle the case where A and B have incomparable types,
we can use Lemma 1 to find a rank-one module C in C with type(C) = type(A) ∧
type(B), and argue as above to get End(A) = End(C) = End(B). Finally, the
additive functor F induces an isomorphism ρ : End(A) → End(FA).

We call F normalized if the induced isomorphism ρ of Lemma 2 is the identity.
In general, using Lemma 2, the objects in C may be regarded canonically as S-
modules, since C is closed under rank-one pure submodules. Define a new category
CT as follows. The objects in CT are the objects of C regarded as T -modules under
the scalar multiplication t · m = ρ−1(t)m. The morphisms of CT are then the T -
homomorphisms. Note that these are precisely the S-homomorphisms in C (which
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coincide with the R-homomorphisms). It follows that the identity provides a functor
CT → C, which we also denote by ρ. We call the composition Fν = (F ·ρ) : CT → D
the normalization of the functor F . The following facts are routine: For each
rank-one module A in CT , End(A) = T and the isomorphism End(A) ' End(FνA)
induced by Fν is the identity. In particular, Fν is normalized.

Lemma 3. Let F : C → D be normalized. Then for any rank-one A,B ∈ C,
Hom(A,B) ' Hom(FB,FA) as R-modules.

Proof. It follows directly from our definitions that Hom(A,B) ' Hom(FB,FA) as
T -modules, where R ⊆ T = End(FA).

Distinct from the meet and join operations, there are standard notions of addition
and subtraction on the lattice of types. These may be defined as follows: If A and
B are submodules of Q of types τ and σ, respectively, then τ + σ is the type
of the product AB ⊆ Q. If τ ≤ σ, then σ − τ is the type of the conductor
(B : A) = {q ∈ Q : qA ⊆ B}.
Lemma 4. Assume F : C → D is normalized. For any rank-one modules A,B ∈ C
and D ∈ D,

type(A) + type(FA) = type(B) + type(FB) = type(D) + type(F−1D).

Proof. First assume type(A) ≤ type(B). Then Hom(A,B) has rank one and, since
F is a normalized duality, Hom(A,B) ' Hom(FB,FA) as R-modules by Lemma
3. By the usual equations for types and because F preserves rank,

type(B)− type(A) = type Hom(A,B) = type Hom(FB,FA)

= type(FA)− type(FB).

Thus, type(A) + type(FA) = type(B) + type(FB).
In general, given rank-one modules A and B in C, there is, by Lemma 1, a rank-

one module C in C such that type(C) = type(A) ∧ type(B). Then by the previous
paragraph,

type(A) + type(FA) = type(C) + type(FC) = type(B) + type(FB).

Finally, because each rank-one D ∈ D satisfies FC ' D for some rank-one C ∈ C,
we have

type(C) + type(FC) = type(F−1D) + type(D).

Lemma 5. Let A,B,C,D be rank-one R-modules that are all divisible by the same
primes in R, and assume f : A → B is an embedding. Then the R-modules
Hom(A,B) and Hom(C,D) are isomorphic if and only if there is an embedding
g : C → D such that B/fA ' D/gC.

Proof. Since fA and B are rank-one modules over a Dedekind domain, it follows
that Hom(fA,B)p can be identified with Hom(fAp, Bp) and fAp = pkBp for some
k ≥ 0. Moreover, if pB 6= B, then k is precisely the p-height of f in Hom(A,B)
(f ∈ pk Hom(A,B) \ pk+1 Hom(A,B)).

Suppose θ : Hom(A,B) → Hom(C,D) is an isomorphism. Because the em-
bedding g = θf has the same p-height as f , it follows that gCp = pkDp. That
is, (B/fA)p ' Bp/fAp ' Dp/gCp ' (D/gC)p. We may conclude that B/fA '
D/gC.
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Conversely, if g : C → D is an embedding such that B/fA ' D/gC, then for
each prime p, the p-height of f in Hom(A,B) equals the p-height of g in Hom(C,D).
Thus, the mapping defined by f → g provides an isomorphism from Hom(A,B) to
Hom(C,D).

Continuing with the normalized hypothesis, let A0 be a fixed rank-one module
in C. Using Lemma 5, we can construct a rank-one module X ' A0 ⊗R FA0 such
that Hom(FA0, X) ' Hom(R,A0) ' A0. Plainly,

type(X) = type(A0) + type(FA0).

By Lemma 4,

type(X) = type(A) + type(FA) = type(D) + type(F−1D)(†)
for all rank-one A ∈ C and D ∈ D. For this X , we denote W = Hom(–, X).
As indicated by the next lemma, the use of rank-one modules is central in our
arguments.

Lemma 6. Let F : C → D be normalized and let A be a rank-one module in C.
Then as R-modules, A '̇WF (A) and WA '̇FA. Similarly, if D is rank-one in D,
then D '̇WF−1D and WD '̇F−1D.

Proof. By (†), type(A) ≤ type(X). Then, using (†) again,

type(FA) = type(X)− type(A) = type Hom(A,X) = type(WA).

Since FA and WA are rank-one, FA '̇WA. Clearly, WA and thus FA are modules
over End(X), a subring of Q. Since F is normalized, an application of Lemma
3 shows that A is also a module over End(X). Thus, A is X-locally free and
W 2A ' A by Warfield duality. It follows that WFA '̇A. A similar argument
shows D '̇WF−1D and WD '̇F−1D.

Proposition 7. The category D is a full subcategory of LF (X).

Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that F : C → D is normalized. Choose
H ∈ D. Since F is a duality, there exists G ∈ C with FG ' H . We first show
OT (H) ≤ type(X). Let C1, . . . , Cn be a maximal independent set of pure rank-
one submodules of G. By Lemma 1, there is a rank-one module C0 ∈ C with
type(C0) =

∧
type(Ci). Fix embeddings C0 → Ci. The composite maps εi :

C0 → Ci → G are morphisms in C. Moreover, because F is a normalized duality,
it is easy to check that the dual maps Fεi : FG → FC0 provide a maximal R-
independent subset of the R-module Hom(FG,FC0) of cardinality equal to the
R-rank of G. Since rank(FG) = rank(G), Proposition 2.5 of [R] guarantees that
OT (H) = OT (FG) ≤ sup{type(FCi)} ≤ type(X), the last inequality by (†).

Denote by E the endomorphism ring of X , regarded as a subring of Q. To
complete that proof that H is X-locally free, we show that H is an E-module. As
noted in the proof of Lemma 6, each rank-one module in C is an E-module. Since C
is closed under rank-one pure submodules, each module in C is an E-module. Since
F is normalized, each module in D is an E-module.

Our goal is to prove that F (normalized) and W are equivalent. To make this
more precise, let iD : D → LF (X) be the inclusion functor guaranteed by Propo-
sition 7. We prove that C is also a full subcategory of LF (X) and that WiDF
is equivalent to iC , the embedding of C in LF (X). We do this first for rank-one
modules.
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Proposition 8. Let F : C → D be normalized. On finite direct sums of rank-
one modules in C, the restriction of the functor WiDF is naturally equivalent to
inclusion in LF (X).

Proof. Note that finite direct sums of rank-one modules in C form a full subcategory
of LF (X) by the proof of Lemma 6. Since all the functors in the theorem are
additive, it suffices to establish the theorem for rank-one modules in C. Let j =
WiDF and let A0 be the rank-one module used to construct X in the paragraph
following Lemma 5. By construction, A0

∼= jA0, so we let θ0 : A0 → jA0 be a fixed
module isomorphism. Suppose B is a rank-one module in C with typeB ≤ typeA0

and let ϕ be any nonzero homomorphism from B to A0. The covariant functor j
induces an R-module isomorphism from Hom(B,A0) to Hom(jB, jA0). Moreover,
by Lemma 6, the rank-one modules A0, B, jA0, jB are all divisible by the same
primes, namely {p prime |pX = X}. By Lemma 5, A0/ϕB ' jA0/jϕ(jB). Since
θ0 : A0 ' jA0 is an isomorphism, A0/ϕB ' jA0/θ0ϕB, so that jA0/jϕ(jB) '
jA0/θ0ϕB. Because jA0 has rank one, the submodules jϕ(jB) and θ0ϕB must be
equal. The confluence of these remarks implies that the map (jϕ)−1θ0ϕ (regarded as
a map from B into the divisible hull of jB) carries B into jB. Thus θB = (jϕ)−1θ0ϕ
is the unique isomorphism from B to jB completing the following commutative
diagram:

B //ϕ

��
θB

A0

��
θ0

jB //
jϕ

jA0

Any nonzero ϕ′ : B → A0 is dependent on ϕ; that is, rϕ′ = sϕ for some nonzero
r, s ∈ R. Using this fact, it is easy to check that (jϕ)−1θ0ϕ = (jϕ′)−1θ0ϕ

′ so that
θB is independent of the choice of the nonzero embedding ϕ, given the initial choice
of θ0.

A similar argument provides an isomorphism θB : B → jB for a rank-one module
B in C with typeB ≥ typeA0. If B is a rank-one module in C with typeB and
typeA0 incomparable, then, by Lemma 1, there exists a rank-one module B′ in C
with typeB′ = typeB ∧ typeA0. By the previous paragraph, the map θ0 uniquely
determines an isomorphism θB′ : B′ → jB′. Let ϕ : B′ → B be a nonzero
embedding. Then we can construct a unique isomorphism θB making the diagram

B′ //ϕ

��
θB′

B

��
θB

jB′ //
jϕ

jB

commute. As before, θB is independent of the choice of ϕ. The natural transforma-
tion θ as constructed provides an equivalence between j = WiDF and inclusion into
LF (X) on direct sums of rank-one modules in C. The routine details are omitted.

Relying heavily on Proposition 8, we extend the equivalence θ to all of C.

Theorem 9. Let C and D be full subcategories of the category of torsion-free mod-
ules of finite rank and homomorphisms over a Dedekind domain R, with C closed
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under pure rank-one submodules and finite direct sums. If F : C → D is a normal-
ized additive duality that preserves rank, then F is naturally equivalent to Warfield
duality.

Proof. As above, let iD be the embedding of D as a full subcategory of the X-
locally free modules, where X is a submodule of Q with Hom(FA,X) ' A and
type(X) = type(A) + type(FA) for any A in C with rank(A) = 1. We show
j = WiDF ∼ iC , where W = Hom(–, X) and ιC is the inclusion of C in LF (X).
In particular, our discussion will show that any module in C is X-locally free. By
Proposition 8, the equivalence j ∼ iC holds (with a slight abuse of notation) if we
restrict to direct sums of rank-one modules in C.

Let G be any element of C. By Lemma 1, there is a rank-one module A ∈ C
with type(A) = IT (G). If rank(G) = n, let B = An and construct an embedding
ε : B → G in C. Our first goal is to construct a map θG so that the following
diagram commutes:

B //ε

��
θB

G

��
θG

jB //
jε

jG

where θB is the isomorphism from Proposition 8 that gives the equivalence WiDF ∼
iC on direct sums of rank-one modules in C.

When extended to divisible hulls, the maps θ, ε and jε are all isomorphisms.
Thus, there is a unique monomorphism θG : G → QjG that makes the following
diagram commute:

B //ε

��
θB

G

��
θG

jB //
jε

QjG

We show that θG actually maps G isomorphically onto jG. Our first step is to show
that for any rank-one submodule H of G, we have θG(H) ⊆ jG.

If H is a pure rank-one submodule of G, then ε−1H = {x ∈ B : εx ∈ H} is
a pure rank-one submodule of B, whence an element of C. Let ι : ε−1H → B
be inclusion. By Proposition 8, the left square of the following is a commutative
diagram; the right square is the commutative diagram above:

ε−1H //ι

��
θε−1H

B //ε

��
θB

G

��
θG

jε−1H //
jι

jB //
jε

QjG

In the next diagram (below) the left square commutes, again by Proposition 8
(ε is the restriction of ε; ιH is inclusion). Note that the composition ει equals
ιHε, so that jεjι = j(ει) = j(ιHε) = jιHjε. It follows that the outside square
of the diagram below is the outside square of the previous diagram, whence is
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commutative:

ε−1H //ε

��
θε−1H

H //ιH

��
θH

G

��
θG

jε−1H //
jε

jH //
jιH

QjG

Since ε is a monomorphism, we can chase the diagram to show that the right square
commutes. But jιH maps jH into jG. It follows that θG(H) ⊆ jG, as desired.

Our next step is to show that θG(H) is a pure submodule of jG. As the above
diagram shows, this is equivalent to proving that jιH is a pure embedding. First
observe that j provides an isomorphism from End(H) to End(jH). In particular,
p is a prime ideal in End(H), if and only if jp is prime in End(jH). The following
chain of equivalences is then easy to construct:

ιH is a pure embedding

⇔ιH /∈ Hom(H,G)p for each prime ideal p in End(H)

⇔jιH /∈ Hom(jH, jG)jp for each prime ideal jp in End(jH)

⇔jιH is a pure embedding.

Since H was chosen pure in G, we conclude that θG(H) is pure in jG.
The final step is to show θG is onto. For this, it suffices to show that every pure

rank-one submodule K of jG is in the image of θG. By our arguments above, the
rank-one pure submodule generated by εθ−1

B (jε)−1K will be carried into, whence
onto, K by θG. This completes the proof that θG : G → jG is an isomorphism.
Note that since jG = Hom(FG,X) is X-locally free, then so is G.

Finally, assume we have constructed in this way an isomorphism θG : G → jG
for each G in C. It remains to show that the following diagram commutes for any
homomorphism ϕ : G→ K in C:

G //ϕ

��
θG

K

��
θK

jG //
jϕ

jK

However, the diagram commutes if we restrict to any pure rank-one submodule of
G, by Proposition 8 and the construction of the θ’s. This implies commutativity
for the whole diagram and the proof is complete.

If R = Z is the ring of integers, then the isomorphism classes of subrings of the
rational numbers Q each contain precisely one element. Moreover, if S is a subring
of Q, then the only automorphism of S is the identity. It follows that in the case
R = Z, every duality F is normalized (see Lemma 2) and Theorem 9 takes a simpler
form.

Corollary 10. Let C and D be full subcategories of the category of torsion-free
abelian groups of finite rank and homomorphisms, with C closed under pure rank-
one subgroups and finite direct sums. If F : C → D is an additive duality that
preserves rank, then F is naturally equivalent to Warfield duality.

We conclude with some examples that justify the hypotheses of Theorem 9.
Each example shows that the theorem fails when the corresponding hypothesis in
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the following list is omitted. The reader can easily check that the remaining three
hypotheses are satisfied in each case.

(a) C is closed under pure rank-one submodules;
(b) C is closed under finite direct sums;
(c) F is rank-preserving;
(d) F is normalized.

For simplicity, we use R = Z in the first three examples.

Example (a). Let p1, . . . , p6 be distinct primes and for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 let Ai be the
subring of Q generated by p−1

i . Define

G = [A1 ⊕A2 ⊕A3]/〈(1, 1, 1)〉
and

H = [A4 ⊕A5 ⊕A6]/〈(1, 1, 1)〉.
Then G and H are rank-two abelian groups with End(G) = End(H) = Z and
Hom(G,X) not isomorphic to H for any rank-one group X . Let C be the category
of finite direct sums G ⊕ G ⊕ · · · ⊕ G and D the category of finite direct sums
H ⊕H ⊕ · · · ⊕H . The assignment G→ H provides an additive duality from C to
D that is not Warfield duality.

Example (b). Let U and V be disjoint infinite sets of rational primes. Define
subgroups of Q : A = 〈p−1|p ∈ U〉, X = 〈p−3|p ∈ U〉, B = 〈p−1|p ∈ V 〉, Y =
〈p−3|p ∈ V 〉. Then A ⊆ X,B ⊆ Y satisfy the following properties: all are p-reduced
for each prime p; type(A) and type(B) are incomparable; type(X) and type(Y ) are
incomparable; type Hom(A,X) and type Hom(B, Y ) are incomparable. Let C =
{A,B} andD = {Hom(A,X),Hom(B, Y )}. The assignmentA→ Hom(A,X), B →
Hom(B, Y ) gives a duality that is not Warfield.

Example (c). Let G be a rank-two group with End(G) = Z. Let C be the category
of finite-rank free groups and D the category of groups C ⊗G, where C ∈ C. The
assignment C → Hom(C,Z)⊗G provides a duality that is not Warfield. Standard
homological arguments show that Hom(–, G) is an inverse functor.

Example (d). Let R = Z[i], the ring of integers in the algebraic number field
obtained by adjoining i =

√−1 to the rationals. The ideal 3R factors as a product
of the prime ideals p = (1 + 2i)R and q = (1 − 2i)R. Let S = Rp and T = Rq be
the localization of the Dedekind domain R at these primes. Complex conjugation
provides a ring isomorphism ρ : S → T . Let C be the category of all finite-rank
free S-submodules. Each module M in C is an abelian group that can be regarded
as a T -module under the multiplication t ·m = ρ−1(t)m. Let D be the category of
these (free) T -modules, with T -module homomorphisms. It is easy to see that D
coincides with the category of all finite-rank free T -modules; and that the identity
I provides a category equivalence from C to D. The functor W = Hom(–, T ) is
a duality on D, and the composition F = W · I is a duality from C to D that is
not Warfield. Indeed, C and D are not subcategories of LF (X) for any rank-one
R-module X .
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